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IN ODUMON

unsteady turbulent boundary layers are of much interest because of

unsteady aerodn-oric phenomena associated with blades in eo pressors and

with helicopter rotors in translating motion. while all turbulent flows

are inherently unsteady, here the term "unsteady" means a periodic time

dependent motion, in contrast to the relatively aperiodic motion of

turbulence. The boundary layers cannot be ignored in unsteady flow

analyses of these devices because there is considerable interaction

between the boundary layer and the inviscid flow during high loading

conditions. In such cases the relatively thick boundary layer on the

suction side of the lifting body is near separation. "Separation" mist

mean the entire process of "departure" or "breakaway" or the breakdown

of the boundary-layer concept. An abrupt thickening of the rotational

flow region next to a wall and significant values of the normal-to-wall.`'

velocity component must accompany breakaway, else this region will not

have any significant interaction with thy. free-stream invisci.d flow [1] .

work supported by this grant is part of a program to document the

behavior of turbulent boundary layers on flat surfaces that separate due

to adverse pressure gradients. Simpson, Chew, and Shivaprasad [2,3] and

Shiloh, Shivaprasad, and Sisson [4] reported extensive laser and
	

I

hot-wire anemm eter turbulence and flow structure measurermnts of a

steady free stream separating turbulent boundary layer produced on the

floor of the SMU wind tunnel test section. The Reynolds number for that
i

flow was 4.7 x 10 , based on the Entrance free-stream velocity U ej of

15.06 mps and the 4.9 m length C of the converging-diverging section.



In work partially supported by this grant, Slvp=;, Shivaprasad and

Chew [51 reported the effects of sinusoidal unsteadiness of the free-

stream velocity on this separating turbulent botmdary layer at a reduosd

frequency k - wC/2Uej of 0.61. The oscillation amplitude to mean

velocity ratio was abo;zt 0.3.

In work supportec by this grant, Simpson and Shi vaprasad [6)

resorted same effects of reduced frequency on the flaw structure.

Measurements were reported for the same oscillation frequency (0.596 Hz)

as in [51 but with a mean entrance free-stream velocity Uei of 10.18

mps. The oscillation amplitude to mean velocity ratio is about 1/3 and

the reduced frequency k = wC/2Ue1 is 0.90. Since the reduced frequen-

cies based on the blade chord are of the order of 0.1 for helicopter

blades and of " order of 1 for axial compressor blades, these data and

those presented in [51 are within the range of practical reduced

frequencies.

Since the detached flow behavior is dramatically affected by the

unsteadiness at these practical reduced frequencies, some effects of the

amplitude and waveform of the periodic unsteadiness were examined [7,8).

Measurements of surface skin friction and the near wall fraction of time

the flow moves downstream were made for several cases using a RUbesin

et.al . type [91 surface hot-wire anenaneter and a thermal tuft [10]

built at SKJ. While the time-averaged free-stream velocity U was nearly

the same in these cases as in the steady free-stream case [2-4), the

surface skin-friction varies with a rather than IJ^ and the detached

flow behavior is strongly affected by the unsteadiness waveform and

amplitude [81.



SE MARY OF ACOMILISH ENTS
DURING THIS GRANT PERIOD

During this grant period there were several significant

achievements:

1. Detailed laser and hot-wireanemometer measurements of

ensemble-averaged velocity and profiles were made

for two moderate amplitude sinusoidal waveform unsteady

separating turbulent boundary layers n the range of practical

reduced frequencies [5,6].

2. A Rubesin et.al. type [9] of surface skin-friction gage was

developed and used to measure the oscillatory surface shear

stress.

3. Measurements and analysis of the viscous sublayer revealed

that the large apparent ensemble-averaged phase shift can be

due to the small relative motion between the mea5vrement

sensor and the test wall.

4. A thermal flow direction "thermal tuft" was developed [10] to

detenm;ne the fraction of time that the flow moves downstream.

5. The "law of the backflow" that describes the near wall mean

velocity profile for steady free-stream flows [11], holds for

the unsteady flows examined here [5,6,8,12].

6. The skin friction gage and the thermal tuft were used to

examine the effects of free-stream velocity waveform and

amplitude on the skin-friction and the detached flow [8].

7. Laser and hot-wire anemometer measurements of ensemble-

averaged velocity and turbulence profiles were obtained for a

very large amplitude oscillatory flaw, (Uemax - Pecan-)/2Ue

0.75, and are described in detail in ref. [8].



Abstracts of pubLicatia ►s [5,6,7,10,11,121 are contained in the attached

appendix. These articles discuss in detail the effects of periodic

freestream unsteadiness on the structure of separating turbulent

botm dary layers.

It is clear from the work supported by this grant that unsteadiness

markedly affects the behavior of a separating tuxulent bo^Y layer.

Further experiments are needed to relate the turbulent prooesses to the

ensemble-averaged profiles in order to =prove the madetling of this type

Of flow.
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The structure of a separating turbulent boundary layer.
Part 4. Effects of periodic f w4tream unsteadlnem

By ROGER L. SIMPSON, B. G. SHIVAPRASAD
AND Y.-T. CHEWt

Department of Civil and Mechanical ICngineering, Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Texas 78275

(Received 17 February 1982)

Unsteady separating turbulent boundary layers are of practical interest because of
unsteady aerodynamic phenomena associated with blades in compressors and with
helicopter rotors in translating motion during high-loading conditions. Extensive
measurements of a steady free-stream, nominally two-dimensional, separating tur-
bulent boundary layer have been reported by Simpson, Chew tk Shivaprasad
(1981 a, b) and Shiloh, Shivapmead & Simpson (1981). Here measurements are
reported that show the effects of sinusoidal unsteadiness of the free-stream velocity
on this separating turbulent boundary layer at a practical reduced frequency of 0.81.
The ratio of oscillation amplitude to mean velocity is about 48.

Upstream of flow detachment, single- and cross -wire, hot-wire anemometer
measurements were obtained. A suirface hot-wire anemometer was used to measure
the phase-averaged skin friction. Measurements in the detached-flow zone of phase-
averaged velocities and turbulence quantities were obtained with a directionally
sensitive lacer anemometer. The fraction of time that the flow moves downstream
was measured by the LDV and by a thermal flow-direction probe.

Upstream of any flow reversal or backflow, the flow behaves in a quasisteady
manner, i.e. the phase-averaged flow is described by the steady free-stream flow
structure. The semilogarithmic law- of--the-wall velocity profile applies at each phase
of the cycle. The Perry & Schofleld (1973) velocity -profile correlations fit the mean
and ensemble-averaged velocity profiles near detachment.

After the beginning of detachment, large amplitude and phase variations develop
through the flow. Unsteady effects produce hysteresis in relationships between flow
parameters. As the free-stream velocity during a cycle begins to increase, the
Reynolds shearing stresses increase, the detached shear layer decreases in thickness,
and the fraction of time yp„ that the flow moves downstream increases as backflow
fluid is washed downstream. As the free-stream velocity nears the maximum value
in a cycle, the increasingly adverse pressure gradient causes progressively greater
near-wall backflow at downstream locations, while Apr remains high at the upstream
part of the detached flow. After the free-stream velocity begins to decelerate. the
detached shear layer grows in thickness and the location where flow reversal begins
moven ,pst.resm. This eyele in w1wated as the fmc -ntmam velmity again ine•rea sim.

t Present addrew: Department of Mechanical and P roduction Engineering. University of
Singapore+.
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The structure of a separating turbulent
boundary layer. Part 5.

Frequency effects on periodic unsteady
free-stream flows

By ROGER L. SIMPSON AND B. G. SHIVAPRASADt
Department of Civil and Mechanical Regineering, Southern Methodist University,

Dallas, Texas 75275

(Remived 18 Oetober 1982)

Measurements of a steady free-stream, nominally two-dimensional, separating
turbulent boundary layer have been reported in earlier parts of this work. Here
measurements are reported that show the effects of ftequeney on sinusoidal un-
steadiness of the free-atr sam velocity on this separating turbulent boundary layer at
reduced frequencies of 0.61 and 0.90. The ratio of oscillation amplitude to mean
velocity is about } for each flow.

Upstream of flow detachment, hot-wire anemometer measurements were obtained.
A surface hot-wire anemometer was used to measure the phase-averaged skin friction.
Measurements in the detached-flow zone of phase-averaged velocities and turbulence
quantities were obtained with a -lirectionally sensitive laser anemometer. The
fraction of time that the flow moves downstream wall 	 by the LD)V and by p	 s

a thermal flow-direction probe.
A-Upstream of any flow reversal or backflow, each flow behaves in a quesisteady

manner, i.e. the phase-averaged flow is described by the steady free-stream flow
structure. The semilogarithmic law-of-the-wall velocity profiles applies at each phase
of the cycle. The Perry & Schofield (1973) velocity -profile correlations fit the mean
and ensemble-averaged velocity profiles near detachment.

After the befinning of detachment, large amplitude and phase variations develop
through each flow. Unsteady effects produce hysteresis in relationships between flow
parameters. As the free-stream velocity during a cycle begins to increase, the
detached shear layer decreases in thickness, and the fraction of time ypa that the flow
moves downstream increases as backffow fluid is washed downstream. As the '.
free-stream velocity nears the maximum value in a cycle, the increasingly adverse
premure gradient causes progressivel y greater near-wall baekflr-v at downstream
l(wations while y„a remains high at the upstream pare of the detached flow. After
the fence-Ntresm velocity begins to decelerate. the detac-hod shear layer grows ill
thickni4m, and the location where flow reverml begins move upstream. This cycle
is repcaUtil an the frrc-Ntrealn vel	 ity spill inert o.”.

In lloth unsteady flows, the eels-mble-averaged detached-flow vellwity pr/flMss -
agree with steady free-stream profilers for the same yp. I. value rear the wall when
Npa min/a' < 0. However, the reduced-frequency k = 0.90 flow has much larger
hysteresis in ensemble-averaged velocity profile shapes when dips ®/n/cN ;0 0. Larger
and negative value of the profile shape factor R oceur for this flow during phases
when the non-dimensional backflow is greater and illu min -1. 0.01.

f Pmwnt sddn-m; l: hole t wo.. Jeanouwtte. PA MOW. U.S.A.
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Introduction

Simpson, Chew, and Shivaprasad
1 ' 2 and Shiloh, Shivaprasad and

Simpson3 presented detailed flow structure data obtained with a laser

anenrineter for the near wall backflow region of a separating turbulent

boundary layer. Downstream of fully-developed separation 4 Urw = 0 and
the fraction of time that the flow moves downstream near the wall,

YPuW 1/2) , the mean backflow region appears to be divided into three
.

layers: a viscous 	 layer. nearest the wall; an intermediate layer that

seems to act as an overlap region between the viscous wall and outer

regions; and the outer back_flcw region that is really part of the
large-scaled outer region flow. Mixing-length and eddy-viscosity models

are physically meaningless in the backflow near the wall, being

irragi.nary and negative, respectively.

It was clear from these data, which are shown jr! Fig. 1, that the

normal mean velocity U/{UNI was approxilrately a function of y/N, where

U,, is the rraximum streanwise backflow man velocity and N is the
distance from the wall to this rra -bm= backflow velocity. At that time
there was no obvious sinple model equation that would fit the mean

velocity profiles of the backflow region. Aside from the small anount

of laser any►-metnr data of Hastings  and one pulsed-wire anemz renter
profile of We6tphal 7 , wfiich are also shoran on Fig. 1, no other

investigators of separated flows have obtained rTeasurEvk±nts sufficiently

close to the test wall to describe this backflow region.

The puivcse of this paper is to piesent si-PnIe ricylel .qaat ions for

the mean ba6cflaw near tl)e wall that are consisir>nt with Ff>:parirr,_ntal

observations. These equations satisfy the current n&-d for a near wall

gran hdckflcw ,ir_del for use in calculation ne-t1ods4.

*Prufes^=^r of ': `1-r:ic

C

a1 r x^it,:_--ri,*:v. F•^.: r.ia,.e Fcy llcw ALkk.
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Some Features of Unsteady Separating Turbulent
Boundary Layers

R. L. Simpson, 6. G. Shivaprasad, and Y.-T. Chew

Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275 USA

Abstract

A survey of the physical features of steady and unsteady separating
turbulent boundary layers is presented fo- practical Reyn3lds numbers and
reduced frequencies for helicopter and turbomachinery flows. Well upstream
of separation there is little interaction between the periodic motions, so
the flow away fron the wail has little phase variation from the freestream.
Near the wall between the viscous sublayer and the semi-logarithmic region,
unexpected phase shifts of the velocity and turbulence oscillations occur.

Near separation and downstream more interaction occurs between the
periodic and turbulent motions since the characteristic frequency of the
large scale structures is much lower than upstream. Significant phase var-
iations between the velocity and turbulence exist in the detached and back
flaws. for moderate oscillation amplitudes there is no effect of oscilla-
tion waveform on the mean flow features. large amplitude oscillations af-
fect the flaw structure significantly.

TASME, J. Fluids Engineering, 109, pp. 162•-166.

r-valuation of a wall-Flow Direction
Probe for Measurements in
Separated Flows
The upstream doknstteatn flow' direction in/Prmillency y.. is on impor/ont
paruinelet that con 4uanihotiuelr desctibr the stoves of flak separation. nil pcpei
/!hw an ir,:/uu;,ed design fat a uoliflom--ditectiun probe. Intern:; ..easy
nit_,,sut. nu-nta tnr,de using ng this ,udtfitd ptr,Le shom- ogteemrnt Mitkin tspeta:.rntoi
t,n; .'rtu;c;ics $14h diteC! n;e'USL/ivt ['nti tncdr using o LD1, -Ohuugh ho-P the
un IN' odrfie•d and it) uthftrdp; uhr drsryns ytudute trsuhs that atr ronsrsttntl) F.ikher
,l,ur, tbusefut /i,e LD{

B. G. Shivaprasad
Vn1imp Assislant Processor.

R. L. Simpson
PtOtssoi a t;echanical Eny.nte%n9

S^at!+ecn L'£S*t.^sl ,tr: ve'sny.
Ca'jas, ic:zs 75275
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POINTWISE AND SCANNING LASER
ANEMOMETER MEASUREMENTS IN
STEADY AND UNSTEADY SEPARATED

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

R. L. Simpson. B. Chehroudi, and B. G. Shivaprasad

Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75275

ABSTRACT

A survey is presented of the physical features of steady and
unsteady freestream separating turbulent boundary layers that have been
decermined by pointwise laser anemometer measurements. It appears that
th± large-acaled structures control the outer region backflow behavior.
Near the wall the mean backflow velocity profile for both the steady and
unsteady cases scales on the maximum negative mean velocity U and its
distance from the wall N. A scanning laser anemometer is described that
obtains almost instantaneous velocity profiles to examine the teaporal
features of these large-scaled structures, A "zero-wake" seeder is
described that supplies particles to the outer shear layer and freestream
flow with a minimal disturbance.
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